2-in-1 Kitchen Mount Stand
for 7-13 Inch Tablets

PAD-KMS

2-in-1 Kitchen Mount Stand
Seamlessly integrate your tablet into your space with CTA Digital’s 2-in-1
Kitchen Mount Stand. This sturdy and stylish aluminum stand can be
mounted on a wall, under the kitchen cabinet or used as a countertop stand
to conveniently access apps or watch videos. This mount features a secure
adjustable holder designed for 7-13 inch screen tablets from 6–8.75 inches
wide or long, so it can easily hold any current iPad tablet, including iPad Pro
12.9”, iPad Air 2, and iPad mini 4. It can also hold other tablet lines such as
Surface, Nexus, and Galaxy tablets. The retractable holder locks in place and
has special padding to securely grip and protect the tablet. The holder can
also rotate 360 degrees and is mounted to a highly adjustable stand with
multiple joints that can pivot or rotate to get any viewing angle or position
needed. Two mounting bases are included with mounting hardware to easily
place in multiple locations in the kitchen, home or other preferred location.
Once the bases are attached, the stand can easily be placed inside one and
then can just as easily be removed to place in the other or simply used as a
stand by itself. The base of the stand features expanding legs for extra
stability, so it can be placed on a table or countertop for portable use. The
tablet holder also has quick release buttons making the tablet easy to access
and remove. So stay connected and enjoy more from your tablet at home or
work with CTA Digital’s 2-in-1 Kitchen Mount Stand for 7-13 inch tablets.

Features Include:

• Holder adjusts 6-8.75 inches wide to fit iPad Pro 12.9”, iPad Air 2, iPad
mini 4, Surface Pro 4, and other 7-13 inch tablets
• Mounts to walls or under the kitchen cabinet with included hardware
• Includes 2 mounting bases for use around kitchen or multiple locations
• Easily removes from mount base to transform into a tabletop stand
• Hassle-free quick-release buttons make it easy to remove tablet
• Easily rotate tablet to any orientation with 360 degree rotating holder
• Highly adjustable stand with multiple pivoting and rotating joints
• Folds compact for easy storage and portability
• Stylish, lightweight, and strong aluminum design

Specifications:

• Compatible with all iPad, iPad Air, iPad mini, Surface,
Nexus, Galaxy, and most other 7-13 inch tablets
• Holder adjusts 6-8.75 inches from top to bottom
• Mounting base dimensions: 5” L x 3.125” W x 0.75” D
• Mounting hardware included

Package Includes:

(1) Aluminum stand
(1) Adjustable tablet holder
(2) Mounting bases
(2) Sets of mounting hardware
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